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Abstract. The pesticide impact rating index (PIRI) has been integrated with a Geographic Information
System (GIS) to enable regional assessment of pesticide impact on groundwater and surface water
resources. The GIS version of PIRI (PIRI-GIS) was used to assess the impact of pre-planting atrazine
use in the pine plantations on the Gnangara Mound, Western Australia. The impact on groundwater
was found to be spatially variable, mainly dependent on soil type and depth to groundwater, because
land use variables were spatially constant. Areas with the greatest impact on groundwater were those
where the soil had a low sorption capacity for atrazine. Knowledge of the spatial distribution of
the sorption coefficient based on organic carbon (Koc) for atrazine was found to significantly improve
the results from PIRI-GIS. Average values for Koc (i.e. based on overseas data) were too low for
most of the local soil types, resulting in a general overestimation of pesticide impact on groundwater
resources, but an underestimation of impact in areas that should be of greatest concern (i.e. where the
soil has a low sorption capacity for atrazine).
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1. Introduction

Herbicides are commonly used in forestry to control weeds during the establishment
of new plantations (Department of Agriculture Western Australia, 2002). Careful
use of pesticides can restrict their off-site migration, avoiding (or at least minimis-
ing) adverse impacts on non-target organisms in the environment. For example,
inappropriate use of a pesticide increases the likelihood that it will leach to the
groundwater, or runoff into nearby lakes or streams. Application rate is not the only
factor that affects pesticide mobility. Soil type, ground slope, depth to groundwater,
pesticide properties and land cover, all affect the degree to which a pesticide may
be transported to the groundwater, or to local surface water resources. Many of
the factors that affect pesticide mobility are spatially variable, which means that
pesticide mobility is also spatially variable.

There are numerous examples in the literature of integrating non-point source
(NPS) pollution models with Geographic Information Systems (GISs) (e.g. Verro
et al., 2002). The examples vary in terms of the complexity of the NPS pollu-
tion models, and the degree of coupling with the GIS. Corwin (1996) provides
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a detailed discussion on the issues and complexities involved in modelling NPS
pollutant transport at the regional scale, with specific regard to GIS based applica-
tions. Loague and Corwin (1996) discuss the need to assess uncertainty in regional
scale NPS pollution models. PIRI was considered a particularly good candidate for
integration with GIS because of the simplicity of the model, the relatively low data
requirements of the model, and the regional nature of the processes that PIRI mod-
els. An example application was used to demonstrate the advantages of integrating
PIRI with a GIS.

The pesticide impact rating index (PIRI) was developed in Australia to assess
the detrimental impact to surface water and groundwater resources from a specific
site, taking into account environmental, pesticide and land use factors (Kookana
et al., 2004, this volume). While PIRI is suitable for site based modelling, it is
not well suited for regional assessments, as it cannot handle spatially distributed
input data. This limitation can be overcome by integrating PIRI with a GIS. GISs
are designed to manage spatial data, so by integrating PIRI with a GIS it becomes
possible to perform regional assessments of the impact of pesticide use on surface
water and groundwater resources.

The GIS version of PIRI (PIRI-GIS) is presented here along with an example
application. The study area for the example application is the pine plantations on
the Gnangara Mound, Western Australia, which is an important source of drinking
water for Metropolitan Perth (Davidson, 1995). PIRI-GIS is used to assess the
potential impact of atrazine on the Gnangara Mound, for the case when the herbicide
is used to control weeds during the establishment of new pine plantations. The
advantage of using PIRI-GIS is that it can spatially assess the regional impact
of atrazine on water resources. An additional modelling scenario is performed
to determine the effect of spatially distributing a parameter (in this case organic
carbon sorption coefficient (Koc)), as opposed to keeping the parameter spatially
constant.

2. Methodology

2.1. PESTICIDE IMPACT RATING INDEX (PIRI)

PIRI is an index designed to provide rating and ranking to pesticides according to
their potential impact on surface water and groundwater resources, by integrating
important factors such as the properties of the pesticide, soil and environmental
conditions, and land use factors. PIRI is a point source, steady state model, which
incorporates both process based and empirically derived equations. PIRI was de-
veloped for use at the farm scale to assess the detrimental effect of pesticide use on
groundwater and surface water resources. For further details on PIRI, refer to the
companion paper by Kookana et al. (2004) in this volume.
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It is important to note that both PIRI and PIRI-GIS calculate relative impact. That
is, both the relative impact of a pesticide as compared to another, and the relative
impact of a land use as compared to another. Neither PIRI nor PIRI-GIS can be
used to make absolute predictions about groundwater or surface water detriment.

2.2. INTEGRATION OF PIRI WITH GIS

2.2.1. Suitability of PIRI for Integration with GIS
PIRI is a practical tool for assessing the impact of a site on local groundwater and
surface water resources. In the case of PIRI, a site is defined as a uniform land
use zone, such as a paddock (or collection of paddocks) containing the same crop.
However, detrimental impact on water resources is cumulative over space, and may
be attributed to a wide variety of land practices that each has a detrimental effect on
the same water resource. For PIRI to assess this combined effect, the model needs
to be run independently for each contributing land use. When assessing regional
impact on water resources, there is potentially going to be a number of distinct land
uses, and the number of model simulations may become large. The integration of
PIRI with a GIS could greatly improve regional assessment of pesticide impact on
water resources.

PIRI was considered to be a suitable candidate for integration with GIS for vari-
ous reasons. Firstly, PIRI is a simple 1D index based model, which does not involve
any spatial interaction among sites or any temporal changes (i.e. the model is steady
state). Secondly, many of the input data required by PIRI are spatially variable, such
as soil properties, slope, depth to groundwater, and land use properties. Therefore,
the GIS could be used to handle the spatially distributed model inputs. Thirdly,
PIRI is designed to perform farm scale assessments using the minimal amount of
data that still permits the incorporation of the most significant transport processes.
The data requirements are much greater for regional assessment (as opposed to site
or farm based assessment) simply due to the larger variety in land use and envi-
ronmental conditions that can be expected over a greater spatial extent. As PIRI
has fairly basic data requirements, it is more likely that the required data will be
available at the regional scale.

A GIS provides the necessary tools to handle the spatial datasets that might be
required by PIRI, and an appropriate foundation for performing the PIRI modelling.
The spatially variable model inputs can be stored using a raster data structure, and
the PIRI model equations can be implemented within a GIS using raster algebra.
PIRI could conceptually be run for each uniform site (raster cell) independently,
calculating the impact (surface water and groundwater detriment) from each site. In
this way, sources of surface water and groundwater detriment could be determined
spatially. This high level of integration (full integration) of PIRI with GIS would
enable efficient regional assessment of the potential sources of groundwater and
surface water detriment.
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Figure 1. PIRI flowchart showing the structural components of the model calculations.

2.2.2. Design of PIRI-GIS
PIRI was to be integrated with the ARCMAP component of ARCGIS 8.3 (a desktop
GIS), as a raster GIS model. The PIRI model equations would be implemented in
the GIS as raster algebra, and the spatially distributed model parameters would be
represented as rasters, instead of single numerical values. Conceptually, PIRI-GIS
would be similar to running the non-spatial version of PIRI once for every raster
cell in the spatial domain.

A flowchart (Figure 1) of PIRI was produced to aid the development of PIRI-
GIS. The flowchart shows the processes used to calculate the risk indices (surface
water risk index, and groundwater risk index), and potential detrimental impact
(surface water detriment, and groundwater detriment).

The following factors were to be handled as spatially distributed by PIRI-GIS:

• soil properties (fraction organic carbon, bulk density, volumetric field capacity,
soil loss, soil type, and soil moisture status);

• land use properties (frequency of pesticide application, dosage of pesticide, pro-
portion of active ingredient, proportion of area with pesticide applied, vegetation
coverage, and the width of buffer zones);

• site and environmental properties (days after application to first rainfall/irrigation
event, recharge, depth to groundwater, groundwater value, surface water value,
ground slope, rainfall amount, water index, surface water depth, and aquifer
porosity);

• pesticide properties (sorption coefficient based on organic carbon (Koc)).

The non-spatial properties in PIRI-GIS would be: pesticide half-life, pesticide
toxicity, groundwater concentration limit, maximum soil loss, maximum runoff,
and temperature.
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PIRI-GIS was designed to calculate the relative potential for pesticide impact
on groundwater and surface water resources at each site (i.e. each raster cell) within
a study area. Kookana et al. (2004), in this volume, provides greater detail on each
of the model components, including the inputs, processes considered, assumptions,
equations, and outputs.

2.2.3. Integration of PIRI with GIS
PIRI-GIS was fully integrated with the ARCMAP component of ARCGIS 8.3.
PIRI-GIS is raster based and therefore requires the SPATIAL ANALYST extension
to ARCMAP to enable raster algebra calculations. PIRI-GIS was programmed in
Visual Basic as an add-on to ARCMAP. This high level integration makes PIRI-GIS
much more efficient, because it has direct access to the GIS datasets and to the GIS
functionality.

PIRI-GIS is distributed as a Dynamically Linked Library (DLL), and can easily
be added to ARCMAP. The PIRI-GIS add-on appears in the ARCMAP interface
as a toolbar consisting of three buttons. One button is used to run the application,
while the other two buttons provide functionality for extracting model results at
specific sites. Executing PIRI-GIS invokes an interface (a form, see Figure 2) for
specifying the inputs (spatial and non-spatial) required for the modelling. The
interface provides functionality for importing and exporting the model parameters,
so that simulations can be reloaded and re-executed. Tuning parameters can be read
in from a text file, to enable calibration of the model.

Only the spatial data layers in the current ARCMAP document are available to
PIRI-GIS. When PIRI-GIS is executed, a form appears which allows the user to
specify inputs. All areal layers (polygon and raster) appear in the dropdown list
box of each required spatial parameter. The user must match each required model
parameter to the appropriate spatial data layer (i.e. this is not automated). When a
spatial dataset is specified, the user also needs to specify the field in the attribute
table that contains the appropriate attribute data. Polygon datasets are automatically
converted to rasters when modelling commences. Non-spatial inputs are numeric,
and act as scalars in the raster algebra.

Non-spatial pesticide properties can be read from a Microsoft Access database
named “piri pest info.mdb”. The name and format of this database cannot be al-
tered, however extra entries can be appended to the pesticide table. Pesticide prop-
erties are obtained from this database by specifying the name of the pesticide (i.e.
its name in the database) and pressing the “Get Properties” button. Other non-
spatial properties are simply input as text (e.g. groundwater concentration limit,
temperature, output raster prefix, etc.).

The expansion of PIRI into the spatial domain has significantly increased the
data requirements of the model, which increases the time required to set up the
model. There are still relatively few spatial datasets required by PIRI-GIS, such
as: soil, land use, slope, depth to groundwater, recharge zones, and value of sur-
face/groundwater resources. Once the spatial data is prepared, PIRI-GIS can be used
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Figure 2. PIRI-GIS interface showing how inputs are provided to the model.

to assess regional impact of various land uses on groundwater and surface water
resources.

Whereas the original version of PIRI is most suited to assessing the impact of
different pesticides at a site, PIRI-GIS is most suited to assessing how the impact
of a particular pesticide varies spatially due to environmental and land use factors.
This is because a single run of PIRI-GIS can only handle one pesticide. Multiple
runs of the model can be used to assess multiple pesticides. It is left to the user to
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perform comparisons on the impact of different pesticides. PIRI-GIS does provide
some simple tools (discussed later) for comparing the values from multiple rasters
at specific sites.

PIRI-GIS is designed to calculate site detriment for a single pesticide on a
cell-by-cell basis (every raster cell is considered a site in PIRI-GIS). Detriment is
calculated for surface water and groundwater independently. Site detriment makes
no assumptions about the specific water resources that may be impacted. Site detri-
ment is the relative potential for detrimental impact at a particular site (i.e. the site
is the source of the detrimental impact).

2.2.3.1. Exclusion of Transport due to Atmospheric Drift. It should be noted that
transport due to atmospheric drift is a component of PIRI that has not been included
in PIRI-GIS at this stage. This component may be considered for inclusion in future
versions of PIRI-GIS. Exclusion of this component means that PIRI-GIS cannot be
used to assess the impact of spray drift on local surface water resources. This means
that the surface water component of PIRI-GIS only includes pesticide transport via
direct runoff and erosion.

2.2.3.2. Tools for Sample Sites and Graphing PIRI-GIS Results. In addition to the
PIRI-GIS application, some additional tools were developed to aid in the compari-
son of model results at different sites, and for different pesticides. PIRI-GIS requires
pesticides to be modelled separately, which results in multiple output rasters. For
example, if the user wanted to compare the groundwater risk index for three dif-
ferent pesticides, then the user would have to compare three separate rasters. Two
simple tools have been developed to aid the user.

The Sample Sites tool extracts values from a single raster at a series of point
locations (as defined by a point Shapefile), and stores these values in the point
attribute table. This tool was designed to allow the water resource detriment to be
extracted at a few sites of particular interest, for simple site based comparison.

The Chart Site tool is designed to compare the values from multiple rasters
for a single site. This tool was designed specifically to compare water resource
detriment, due to multiple pesticides, for a specific site. This tool produces a graph
of the values from multiple rasters (those selected by the user) for a single site. The
graph provides a tool for visual comparison of the relative water resource detriment
due to multiple pesticides, for a single site.

2.3. APPLICATION OF PIRI-GIS ON THE GNANGARA MOUND

An application of PIRI-GIS is used to assess the potential impact of pesticide use
on an important groundwater resource in Western Australia. The model is used
to identify areas where pesticide use poses the greatest risk, and to assess the
relative impact to a specific groundwater resource. It should be stressed that this
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Figure 3. Study area.

application of PIRI-GIS is presented as an example, and is intended to be no more
than a demonstration of the model.

2.3.1. The Study Area
The study area for this application is a series of pine plantations on the Gnangara
Mound in Western Australia (Figure 3). The Gnangara Mound is a large superficial
aquifer that is mainly stored in sandy soils. This groundwater resource is used as a
supplementary drinking water source for the Perth metropolitan area, making it a
very valuable asset.

The pine plantations cover a significant area (23,382 ha) of the Gnangara Mound.
The soil under the pine plantations generally belongs to either the Bassendean dune
system or the Spearwood dune system (Figure 4). Both of these dune systems are
predominantly sandy, and are highly permeable.

Pine plantations generally require weed control during establishment (Depart-
ment of Agriculture Western Australia, 2002), which is approximately their first
1–2 years of growth. This may include a pre-planting herbicide (e.g. atrazine) treat-
ment to control annual and perennial grasses (Department of Agriculture Western
Australia, 2002). After establishment there is little need for weed control until after
the pines are harvested (25–35 years later) (Department of Agriculture Western
Australia, 2001b) and the next generation of trees is to be planted. So pesticide
application on the pine plantations is intermittent (both temporally and spatially).
If there is a risk to the local water resources, it potentially comes from the timing
of the pesticide applications. As the pine planting season is in winter, when the risk
of pesticide leaching is highest, and pre-planting herbicide treatments are applied
to bare (and in this case sandy) soils, there is a possibility that the pesticide could
impact on groundwater resources.
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Figure 4. The extent of the pine plantations, with soil and hydrology of the region.

PIRI-GIS was used to assess the relative impact of atrazine use on the ground-
water resources of the Gnangara Mound pine plantations. The first stage was to
prepare the input rasters required by the GIS-based model. The main datasets re-
quired for the modelling were: soil, land use, water resources, ground surface,
climate, and pesticide. PIRI-GIS was used to assess the spatial variation of atrazine
impact on groundwater resources within the pine plantations. The degree to which
this variation can be captured is dependent on the available data.

2.3.2. Required Spatial and Non-Spatial Data
Most of the input data for PIRI-GIS needs to be spatially distributed. The fol-
lowing spatial datasets were used to spatially distribute model parameters: Land
Systems for Gnangara Mound (Department of Agriculture Western Australia), pine
plantations extent (Department of Conservation and Land Management), ground
level contour data (Department of Land Information), and groundwater monitoring
well data (Water and Rivers Commission). Climate data for the study area was ob-
tained from the Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology (2003). Recharge
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estimates (Salama et al., 2002) and pesticide data (Department of Agriculture West-
ern Australia, 2002; Artfern Agrochemical Development, 2002) were obtained from
available literature.

2.3.2.1. Land Use Data (The Pine Plantations). Figure 4 shows the extent of the
pine plantations, and the surface water features in the region. The majority of pines
in the Gnangara Mound pine plantations are maritime pines (Pinus pinaster), with
a relatively small number of radiata pines (Pinus radiata). The optimal time to
plant pines in the deep sands of the Gnangara Mound is between June and mid-
July (Department of Agriculture Western Australia, 2001a). Atrazine is a residual
herbicide that can be used to control annual and perennial weeds at the pre-planting
stage, which is after soil preparation and shortly before planting (Department of
Agriculture Western Australia, 2002).

PIRI-GIS was used to assess the impact of a single pre-planting application of
atrazine on the Gnangara Mound. The atrazine application occurs in June, on bare
sandy soils. At the time of chemical treatment, it is assumed that the soils have been
cleared, mounded, and allowed to consolidate. The effect of this soil preparation
may increase the degree of water leaching, however, the extent of this effect is
unknown. The mounding of the soil is expected to reduce surface water runoff (the
degree of this effect is also unknown).

2.3.2.2. Soil Data. The Land Systems for Gnangara Mound polygon dataset (gener-
alised in Figure 4) provided the required spatial information about the distribution
of the soils within the pine plantations. However, only a limited amount of soil
property data was available specifically for the pine plantations, and therefore soil
properties had to be assumed from a variety of other land uses (e.g. native bushland
and market gardens). Soil attribute data was obtained from Salama et al. (2001).
Sorption of atrazine in Gnangara Mound soils was obtained from Oliver et al.
(2003). Soil and atrazine Koc data was averaged for each unique combination of
depth, land use and soil type (Table I). Only the averaged topsoil (0–15 cm) data
was used in PIRI-GIS. Soil samples from market gardens were also excluded from
further use, except for the Limestone (Kls) soil type, which was required for its
soil properties because Limestone was not sampled in the pine plantations or in
native bushland. The Gavin (G) soil type was the only soil sampled in the pine
plantations, while the remaining soils were sampled under native bushland. Kar-
rakatta Grey Phase (Kg) was not sampled, so the properties of Karrakatta Yellow
Phase (Ky) were used for both of these Karrakatta Sands. Jandakot-steep (Jas) was
assumed to have the same soil properties as Jandakot (Ja). The averaged soil prop-
erties were assumed to be indicative of the regional scale properties of each soil
type.

The overall number of soil samples, and the number of samples within each
unique zone, was unfortunately limited, and therefore the average soil properties
may not be an accurate representation of the regional scale properties of these soils.
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TABLE I

Relevant properties for the main soil types in the study area

Source Fraction Bulk Field
Soil Applied land organic density capacity Koc

type System to use carbon (kg/m3× 103) (m3/m3) (Atrazine)

Gavin Bassendean G Pines 0.0348 1.11 0.25 274

Jandakot Bassendean Ja, Jas Banksia bush 0.0102 1.42 0.15 340

Joel Bassendean J Banksia bush 0.0163 1.34 0.22 493

Beonaddy Spearwood B Banksia bush 0.0288 1.05 0.21 113

Karrakatta Spearwood Ky, Kg Banksia bush 0.0075 1.47 0.10 283
Sands

Limestone Spearwood Kls Market garden 0.0092 1.34 0.20 48

Spearwood Spearwood Sp Banksia bush 0.0250 1.22 0.27 68

In fact some of the soil properties do not seem to reflect the description of their
soil type (e.g. Joel might be expected to have a high fraction of organic carbon
(Water Authority of Western Australia, 1986)). However, these soil properties were
all that were available, and are used here to demonstrate the use of PIRI-GIS. As
these soil properties are important to the model, detailed soil sampling within the
study area (and subsequent analysis of soil properties) could significantly improve
the accuracy of the PIRI-GIS results.

The averaged soil properties were joined to the Land Systems for Gnangara
Mound polygon attribute table, to spatially distribute the soil properties. This poly-
gon dataset then provided the necessary soil input for PIRI-GIS.

Some areas within the study region were excluded from analysis as soil data
was unavailable. These areas include: Pinjar, Seasonal swamps, Drainage Lines,
Yeal Swamp Complex, Yanga, Permanent Lakes and Swamps.

2.3.2.3. Depth to Groundwater. The production of a depth to groundwater surface
required both a ground elevation surface and a groundwater elevation surface. The
ground elevation surface was interpolated from available 5 m contour data using
the ARCINFO tool TOPOGRID. The groundwater surface was interpolated from
groundwater monitoring well data. The average water level for 2003 was found for
each monitoring well. These average groundwater levels were then used to derive
a groundwater surface using inverse distance weighted interpolation. The depth to
groundwater surface was obtained by subtracting the groundwater surface from the
ground elevation surface. The resultant depth to groundwater surface (Figure 5)
shows that groundwater is generally quite deep (mean depth to water is around
19 m), and that depth to groundwater is generally less in the southern pines (e.g.
a mean depth to water of 9 m) than in the northern pines (e.g. a mean depth to
groundwater of 25 m).
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Figure 5. Depth to groundwater in 2003 (m) for the pine plantations.

2.3.2.4. Climate. Long-term climate averages for the Perth Airport weather sta-
tion (located approximately 15 km south of the pine plantations) were available
on the Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology (2003) web site. The data
was assumed to be indicative of the climatic conditions in the pine plantations.
Climate averages for June are: mean rainfall 0.171 m; mean daily maximum and
minimum temperatures (◦C) 18.8 and 9.1, respectively. The average temperature for
the month of June was estimated to be 14 ◦C based on the mean daily temperature
extremes.

2.3.2.5. Recharge. Salama et al. (2002) presents a table of groundwater rise esti-
mates for the Gnangara Mound for the period 1998–1999. These estimates are for
individual monitoring wells in different soils and under different land use condi-
tions. This information was averaged for unique combinations of land use and soil
type (Table II). The information in Table II was then used to produce estimates of
spatially distributed recharge for PIRI-GIS. The average annual rainfall for 1998–
1999 was calculated to be 0.739 m/year, based on daily Australian Government
Bureau of Meteorology records. Porosity values were obtained from Davidson
(1995) and were used to estimate recharge from mean groundwater rise.

Average recharge under pines in the Bassendean dune system was found to be
21% of annual rainfall (from Table II). Equation (1) was used to estimate June
recharge based on this annual recharge rate, as an input for PIRI-GIS. Applying
Equation (1), June recharge was estimated to be 0.0012 m/day under pines in the
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TABLE II

Recharge averages based on Salama et al. (2002)

Mean Porosity Recharge Number of
Soil Land groundwater (Davidson, Recharge (fraction of samples used
type use rise (m) 1995) (m/year) annual rainfall) in mean rise

Bassendean Pines 0.78 0.2 0.157 0.21 4

Bassendean Native 0.71 0.2 0.141 0.19 8

Spearwood Native 0.27 0.3 0.082 0.11 5

Bassendean dune system.

MRBP = APBPf × PM

DM

= 0.21 × 0.171

30
(1)

= 0.0012 m/day

where MRBP is the monthly (June) recharge rate under pines in the Bassendean
dune system, ARBPf the fraction of annual rainfall that recharges in the Bassendean
dune system under pines, PM the mean monthly precipitation for June, and DM the
number of days in the month.

Recharge in the Bassendean dune system is generally higher than in the Spear-
wood dune system. Average annual recharge under native bush is 19% (0.141
m/year) of annual rainfall in the Bassendean dune system, while it is only 11%
(0.082 m/year) of annual rainfall in the Spearwood dune system. This ratio was
assumed to be the same in the pine plantations. Therefore, the June recharge rate
for the Spearwood dune system under the pines was estimated as a proportion of the
recharge rate in the Bassendean dune system under the pines (Equation (2)). June
recharge for the Spearwood dune system under the pine plantations was estimated
to be 0.0007 m/day.

MRSP = ARSN

ARBN
× MRBP

= 0.082

0.141
× 0.0012 (2)

= 0.0007 m/day

where MRSP is the monthly recharge rate under pines in the Spearwood dune sys-
tem, ARSN the annual recharge rate under native bush in the Spearwood dune sys-
tem, ARBN the annual recharge rate under native bush in the Bassendean dune
system, and MRBP the monthly recharge rate under pines in the Bassendean dune
system.
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The regional dune systems were used to spatially distribute recharge in PIRI-
GIS, rather than specific soil types. The northern pine plantations are predominantly
in the Spearwood dune system and generally have greater depth to water, compared
to the southern pine plantations which are predominantly in the Bassendean dune
system. The difference in depth to groundwater may help to explain the different
recharge rates between the two dune systems.

Recharge rates were not available under pre-planting conditions, when the soil is
essentially bare. It is therefore possible that actual recharge under those conditions
may be much higher. However, the estimated recharge rates were assumed to reflect
the relative difference in recharge between the Bassendean and Spearwood dune
systems.

2.3.2.6. Pesticide Data. Department of Agriculture Western Australia (2002) pro-
vides general guidelines on pesticide treatment for pine plantations, while Artfern
Agrochemical Development (2002) provided more specific guidelines on the use of
Atramax Granules (active constituent is atrazine) that included information on the
use of the product in pine forestry in Western Australia. As no information was avail-
able on actual chemical treatment of the Gnangara Mound pine plantations, it was
assumed that the Department of Agriculture Western Australia (2002) guidelines
were representative of actual practices. Artfern Agrochemical Development (2002)
was used as another source of general atrazine guidelines for pine forestry, because
actual practices for controlling weeds in the Gnangara Mound pine plantations were
not known. Department of Agriculture Western Australia (2002) provides pine and
eucalypt specific information on soil preparation, the types of chemicals that can be
used to control specific weeds, and the timing of pesticide applications. The specific
scenario examined here is the use of atrazine to control annual weeds before the
pines are planted (after soil preparation, yet before planting) between late autumn
and early winter. Artfern Agrochemical Development (2002) provided more spe-
cific information on application rates for their particular brand of herbicide, which
was in line with the Department of Agriculture Western Australia (2002) guidelines.
Artfern Agrochemical Development (2002) recommend that the minimum applica-
tion rate of 4.5 kg/ha (active ingredient) be applied on sandy soils, to control annual
weeds in pine plantations. The pre-planting atrazine application should occur “no
more that two weeks before planting” (Artfern Agrochemical Development, 2002).

Pesticide properties (half-life and Koc) were available in the PIRI pesticide
database. A half-life of 60 days and a Koc of 100 were recorded for atrazine (Hornsby
et al., 1996). The pesticide properties from the PIRI pesticide database are not
measured under local conditions, and may not be representative of the behaviour
of atrazine in the Gnangara Mound pine plantations.

An alternate source provided local values for atrazine Koc in the Gnangara Mound
soils (Oliver et al., 2003), as discussed in the SOIL DATA section. The mean value
for atrazine Koc from the PIRI pesticide database (100) is quite different from the
locally averaged values for atrazine Koc for various soils (Table I).
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The groundwater concentration limit ( 3 × 10−6 kg/m3) applied in this PIRI-
GIS application was based on the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) for atrazine (USEPA, 2004), be-
cause the groundwater of the Gnangara Mound is commonly used as a drinking
water source for humans.

2.3.2.7. Groundwater Value. A single groundwater resource (the Gnangara Mound)
spans the entire pine plantations and beyond. As the entire pine plantations recharge
the same superficial aquifer, any groundwater detriment in the area will impact on
the same groundwater resource.

The value of the Gnangara Mound groundwater resource was considered to be
high, because the water is used as a drinking water source. The actual value of
the groundwater resource was set to 100 as recommended by Miller (1999). The
value score representing the importance of groundwater aquifer is only important
for cases where one region is compared against the other.

2.3.3. Modelling Scenarios
Two modelling scenarios for the Gnangara Mound pine plantations were used
to demonstrate different aspects of PIRI-GIS. Scenario 1 was used to assess the
spatial distribution of site detriment, given constant land use properties, to show
how environmental factors affect detrimental impact. Scenario 2 differs from the
first scenario only in the use of a constant value for Koc, to demonstrate the advantage
of locally measured parameters.

2.3.3.1. Scenario 1: Spatial Assessment of Site Detriment. In the first scenario,
PIRI-GIS was used to identify sites where the pre-planting application of atrazine
has the greatest potential to impact on the Gnangara Mound. The main interest was
to assess the potential impact of atrazine use at the time of plantation establishment
for the whole area under the pine plantations. In reality, specific areas may only
receive pesticide application if a new plantation is to be established. In practice,
trees are actually harvested and replanted in rotation, so that at any one time only
some areas of the pine plantations will be at the pre-planting stage. However, by
assessing the entire plantation at the pre-planting stage it becomes possible to
compare potential detriment to groundwater, if and when those sites were treated
with atrazine at the pre-planting stage. Therefore, the results from this modelling
exercise are not intended to reflect the current state of the pine plantations. Basically,
the purpose of this exercise is to identify sites where the use of atrazine (now or in
the near future) at the pre-planting stage may be either safer or may pose a risk to
the Gnangara Mound.

For this scenario, the following properties were treated as being spatially vari-
able: soil properties, Koc, depth to groundwater, and recharge. Spatial datasets were
represented as rasters with a 50 m cell size. Each raster cell represents a site, and
each of these sites is assumed to have uniform properties. Other properties (such
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TABLE III

Spatially constant properties for Scenario 1

Non-spatial properties Value

Frequency 1

Dose (kg/m2) 0.00045

Active ingredient 1

Proportion 1

Groundwater concentration limit (MCL) (kg/m3) 3 × 10−6

Halflife@20C (days) 60

Average temperature (◦C) 14

Raster cell size (m) 50

Groundwater value 100

as land use, temperature, pesticide half-life, and groundwater concentration limit)
were spatially constant (Table III).

In Scenario 1, the purpose is to find areas with the greatest groundwater risk
index, to identify areas where pre-planting applications of atrazine may have the
potential to impact on the Gnangara Mound.

2.3.3.2. Scenario 2: Constant Sorption Coefficient. In the second PIRI-GIS sce-
nario for the Gnangara Mound pine plantations, Koc was treated as being spatially
constant. In Scenario 1, Koc was known spatially; however, this might not be the
case in the majority of PIRI-GIS applications. In many cases, Koc will not be
known under local conditions, and will need to be obtained from existing pesticide
databases. The Koc value for atrazine in the PIRI pesticide database is 100, which
is significantly different from the spatially distributed atrazine Koc values for the
Gnangara Mound sands (Table I). In Scenario 2, PIRI-GIS is applied with a con-
stant atrazine Koc (i.e. 100) to explore the effect of not having local knowledge of
atrazine Koc. All of the parameters in Scenario 2 are the same as in Scenario 1,
with the single exception of Koc. The comparison of Scenarios 1 and 2 would show
the degree of error associated with applying overseas data under Gnangara Mound
conditions.

3. Results of the Application of PIRI-GIS on the Gnangara Mound

Scenario 1 revealed that groundwater detriment was highest in the Limestone sands
of the Spearwood dune system in the northern pine plantations. Scenario 2 shows a
different result to Scenario 1, because local information about the spatial distribution
of atrazine Koc was ignored.
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Figure 6. Groundwater Risk Index (GWRI), showing the potential impact of atrazine on the Gnangara
Mound.

3.1. SCENARIO 1: RESULTS

Calculation of the groundwater risk index (Figure 6) shows that pre-planting
atrazine use, generally, has a relatively low impact on the Gnangara Mound. The
sites of greatest concern are those in the Limestone sands in the Spearwood dune
system (in the northern pine plantations). The Limestone sands have a low Koc

for atrazine and a low fraction of organic carbon, and therefore these Limestone
sands have a poor filtration capacity for atrazine. Under this scenario, only one site
received a groundwater risk index above one (a groundwater risk index in excess
of one indicates that the concentration of atrazine in the top 1 m of the superficial
aquifer will exceed the MCL). This single site is located in Limestone sands, with
a depth to groundwater of 13.5 m, and has a groundwater risk index of 1.12.

Generally, the impact of atrazine on groundwater in the southern pines (which is
entirely part of the Bassendean dune system) is low, with the groundwater risk index
not exceeding 0.12. Recharge in this area is greater than in the Spearwood dune
system. However, the sands of the Bassendean dune system have a relatively high
Koc for atrazine, and a fraction of organic carbon in excess of 0.01, which gives these
sands a greater capacity to retard atrazine movement. The soil in the Bassendean
dune system that poses the greatest risk to groundwater is Jandakot, which has the
lowest fraction of organic carbon of all the sands in the Bassendean dune system.
The low fraction of organic carbon indicates that atrazine will have little sorption
affinity in the sand, and is therefore more likely to leach to the groundwater.
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Figure 7. Groundwater Risk Index (constant Koc), showing the potential impact of atrazine on the
Gnangara Mound.

3.2. SCENARIO 2: RESULTS

For Scenario 2, a constant Koc for atrazine of 100 (from the PIRI pesticide database)
was used to assess the effect of using a non-local value for this parameter. The
calculated groundwater risk index (Figure 7) is generally higher in Scenario 2
(compared to Scenario 1), because the actual Koc of atrazine in the Gnangara Mound
sands is up to five times greater than the mean literature value of 100. The only soil
types in the study area with Koc values lower than 100 are the Limestone sands and
Spearwood sands. It can also be seen that the spatial distribution of the groundwater
risk index is quite different when atrazine Koc is spatially constant. The Bassendean
dune system generally has the greater groundwater risk index in Scenario 2, possibly
due to its higher rates of recharge, and lower depths to groundwater. In Scenario
2, the greatest groundwater risk index in the Spearwood dune system occurs in the
parts of the Karrakatta Sands where depth to groundwater is low.

Not knowing the actual spatial distribution of atrazine Koc would lead to an over-
estimation of detrimental impact on groundwater resources, except in areas covered
by Limestone sands (where impact on groundwater would be underestimated). This
shows how local knowledge of the spatial distribution of model parameters can im-
prove the model results, leading to more relevant assessment. Based on Scenario
1, it may be concluded that atrazine application should be restricted on Limestone
sands because of the poor atrazine filtration capacity of that sand. However, based
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on Scenario 2, it may be concluded that atrazine use should be restricted for a
much larger area, including the majority of the southern pines and the eastern part
of the northern pines. However, based on the results from Scenario 2, the real
vulnerability (as evidenced by Scenario 1) of the Limestone sands may not be
identified.

4. Discussion

PIRI-GIS can be used to assess regional potential for impact on groundwater and
surface water resources. PIRI-GIS can provide insight into potential sources of
water resource detriment through the calculation of risk indices and water resource
detriment. This is achieved through the integration of PIRI with GIS, where the GIS
is used to spatially distribute the 1D pesticide impact model. The data requirements
of PIRI-GIS are greater than PIRI, however many of the required spatial datasets
are potentially available (e.g. soil, land use, digital elevation model). However, even
when the required spatial data is available (such as a soil map), the specific model
parameters may not be available (such as specific soil properties: bulk density,
fraction of organic carbon, etc.). Where data is not available, a significant amount
of work could be required to collect and prepare the required data. Once all of
the required data is prepared, PIRI-GIS can be used to assess detrimental impact
to water resources for heterogeneous study areas, which may have many unique
combinations of environmental conditions and land use. It would be very time con-
suming to perform this modelling without the aid of a GIS (i.e. with the standalone
version of PIRI).

PIRI-GIS does not make absolute predictions about the quantity of pesticide
that will impact on specific water resources. The results from PIRI-GIS should
be considered relative, rather than absolute. PIRI-GIS simply provides a tool for
the relative comparison of pesticide detriment between sites. Comparison can be
made between sites (raster cells) in a single raster layer, or between the same
site in multiple raster layers. In the case of multiple raster comparison, each
raster layer must represent the same component (e.g. groundwater risk index)
for different pesticides (e.g. atrazine and hexazinone). The results from PIRI-
GIS should not be used to make comparisons between surface water impact and
groundwater impact, as these components are completely independent of each
other.

At present, PIRI-GIS does not assess impact on water resources due to atmo-
spheric drift. Atmospheric drift could be a significant transport pathway when the
pesticide is applied via spraying (such as spraying from an aircraft). It is desir-
able to include this transport component in PIRI-GIS, to bring it in line with the
capabilities of PIRI.

The demonstrative application of PIRI-GIS to the pine plantations on the
Gnangara Mound identified the areas where the groundwater was most susceptible
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to atrazine use. The results from Scenario 1 were strongly affected by soil type.
The patterns of groundwater risk index strongly followed the soil type, mainly
because the soil type was used to spatially distribute many important factors (soil
properties, Koc and recharge), while the land use factors were spatially constant.
The Limestone sands in the northern pines were the most likely to leach atrazine
to the groundwater, while Jandakot was the most vulnerable soil in the southern
pines.

The soil data used in this exercise was based on a very limited number of
samples, of which, only a couple were actually sampled in the pine plantations.
The Limestone soil sample (which was identified as the highest risk soil) was
actually collected from a market garden, and the soil properties were used for the
Limestone sands in the pine plantations. The properties of the Limestone sands
may be quite different under these two distinct land uses, but the required data was
not available and was therefore approximated. Extensive soil sampling in the pine
plantations could provide the data required to significantly improve the result from
PIRI-GIS.

Scenario 2 showed that a lack of knowledge of Koc under local conditions can
lead to significantly different results from PIRI-GIS. Koc has a significant effect on
pesticide transport, but is generally not known under local conditions. Therefore it is
common in pesticide modelling to use a mean value for Koc from literature (such as
100 for atrazine) because that is all that is available. However, Koc is an important
factor in the transport of pesticides, and knowledge of its spatial variability can
improve the accuracy of model results.

5. Conclusions

PIRI has been fully integrated with a GIS to enable regional assessment of the im-
pact of non-point source pollution on groundwater and surface water resources. GIS
provided a tool for preparing spatially distributed input data, processing that data,
and visualising the model results. An application of PIRI-GIS has been presented,
to demonstrate how the model can be applied to assess site detriment (i.e. the source
of detriment). The application was in the pine plantations on the Gnangara Mound,
where atrazine may be used to control weeds at the pre-planting stage. In the case
considered here, Limestone sands in the northern pine plantations were identi-
fied as the most likely to leach atrazine to the groundwater. However, further soil
sampling is required to improve the model results. Information on the spatial distri-
bution of Koc under local conditions was found to be influential on the results from
PIRI-GIS.

Future improvements to PIRI-GIS are likely to include an atmospheric drift
component, to enable assessment of impact due to spray applications. This would
broaden the applicability of the model to areas that employ this method of pesticide
application.
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